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LONG BEACH -- Drilling for oil in California is likely to trigger earthquakes but most will be very small, an
industry consultant said here last week.

Companies hoping to extract petroleum trapped in Golden State shale in many cases must drill long horizontal
wells, said Michael Bruno, president of GeoMechanics Technologies, an analysis firm. As developers stimulate
larger areas, he said, man-made or "induced" seismic reactions can occur.

"It's an issue that is not something that should be swept under the rug," Bruno said. "I don't think that it's much
of a public safety or surface structure issue, but it's certainly an issue with respect to public relations, and a
political issue.

"The industry was not well served in the past when they said it won't ever happen," Bruno added. "It does
happen. It's on a small scale."

Bruno made the statements as he talked to industry representatives here at the Californian oil conference, a two-
day event that explored issues connected to petroleum development in the West.

It took place as companies are working to extract resources from the Monterey Shale, a swath of land stretching
from the middle of the California south to Los Angeles County. It is believed to hold as much as 15.5 billion
barrels of recoverable oil. Some predict if developers succeed in producing larger amounts of oil there, it could
trigger a new "gold rush.”

But the push for greater development in California -- second only to Alaska as the state with the most quakes --
comes as the debate accelerates over whether drilling and related work triggers destructive seismic events.

Scientists now say there is increased certainty that oil and gas production activities spawned two damaging
earthquakes in 2011, a magnitude 5.3 in Colorado and a 5.6 in Oklahoma. Studies by seismologists from the
U.S. Geological Survey, the University of Oklahoma and Columbia University have found the quakes were
caused by the deep underground injection of drilling waste. An Oklahoma seismologist, however, said he
doubted that drilling activities have caused a spike in shakers in that state.

Some environmental groups and lawmakers are calling for more oversight of drilling in California, and one of
the reasons they cite is the risk of damaging earthquakes. There is added concern as companies use hydraulic
fracturing, also known as "fracking," a technique in which high-pressure volumes of chemical-laced fluid are
injected into shale rocks to push oil and gas to the surface.

In the Baldwin Hills neighborhood of Los Angeles, near an active site known as the Inglewood Oil Field, "we
haven't heard any reassurances from anyone," that either drilling or related procedures "can't either cause
earthquakes or induce a larger one from a smaller one," said Damon Nagami, Natural Resources Defense
Council senior attorney.

Located about 15 miles northeast of Los Angeles International Airport, Baldwin Hills sits on the Newport-
Inglewood Fault. The Long Beach quake of 1933, the second deadliest in California history, happened on that
line.



have homes up in the hills that are near these faults," Nagami said.

Earthquakes shake up Californians less?

While there has been concern about temblors connected to drilling, Bruno argued that in California it might not
be as much of a problem because residents are less flustered by small shakers.

"We're used to seismicity on the order of 2 and 3. It doesn't make us freak out because we have it every single
day," Bruno said. "In other areas of the county, we'll have an induced magnitude 2 event and they'll shut down
operations for a year or so.

"We actually don't have the unfounded, I don't want to say hysteria, but that sometimes occurs in other
locations," Bruno added.

The concern about drilling activities causing quakes is overblown, industry representatives said.

Most of the quakes triggered by drilling are in the category of 1 or 2 on the Richter scale. Some of the
development work is occurring in places like Long Beach where researchers are tracking temblors, so there are
records of the micro-quakes, Bruno said.

Drilling triggers temblors because as "you're stressing a layer material, these beds slip," Bruno said. "Normally,
it's small; you're using it to map how far out you're stressing things."

Others at the conference said the small quakes that occur as a result of drilling activities occur in the
sedimentary rock closer to the surface of the ground, while the large shakers people fear start deeper in the
basement rock. Because of that, they said, a man-made temblor won't trigger a bigger one.

"The anti-drilling folks want you to be afraid of earthquakes you can't feel," said David Quast, California
director of Energy in Depth, an arm of the Independent Petroleum Association of America.

But environmental and community activists argue that not enough is known about whether drilling could trigger
larger quakes or whether micro-quakes could lead to bigger temblors.

Plains Exploration & Production Co., or PXP, has said it plans next year to use hydraulic fracturing at the
Inglewood Oil Field. The company was part of a lawsuit settlement last year requiring it to fund a study on
whether fracking could spur earthquakes.

The analysis found that "high-volume hydraulic fracturing and high-rate gravel packing had no detectable effect
on ground movement, vibration, seismicity or subsidence."

Industry has pointed to that study as evidence that fracking doesn't trigger earthquakes. Environmental and
community groups caution that because it was funded by PXP and looks just at Inglewood Oil Field, it shouldn't
be viewed as definitive.

"We can't use the results from this one study to just give a blanket pass to fracking and say it's not going to
cause impacts anywhere," Nagami said.

The Los Angeles Department of Public Works also is examining whether there is a causal link between drilling,
quakes and structural damage to homes in the region. It produced a report saying there isn't enough data and



"There's a feeling in the community that oil field activities continue to affect properties," Glassock said.

The quake issue is real and could become more visceral because of California, said Josh Fox, director of the
2010 movie "Gasland," which highlighted concerns about hydraulic fracturing. One of its most well-known
scenes showed tap water catching fire.

"They are doing fracking in Baldwin Hills on the Newport-Inglewood Fault line, in Los Angeles and citizens
are reporting shifting of their houses," Fox said. "You're not just playing with fire water anymore, now you're
playing with earthquakes. And the Monterey Shale is on top of the San Andreas Fault."


